M.Lib. & Sc. (Semester - I) Examination, April - 2017
LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE (Paper-V)
Electronic Information Sources and Services
Sub. Code : 47755

Day and Date : Friday, 21 - 04 - 2017
Total Marks : 80
Time : 11.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m.

Instructions : 1) All questions are compulsory.
               2) All questions carry equal marks.

Q1) A) Multiple choice questions (Tick mark (√) the correct answer) [10]
   i) Which is the correct logical sequence of the following.
      a) Information, Knowledge, Data, Wisdom
      b) Knowledge, Information, Wisdom, Data
      c) Data, Knowledge, Information, Wisdom
      d) Data, Information, Knowledge, Wisdom
   ii) Which of the following is related to metadata.
       a) Google      b) Dubline core
       c) Meta search Engine d) Virtual library
   iii) Which is the most appropriate tool to make better use of information.
       a) Well qualified and experienced information professional
       b) Depth classification and indexing
       c) Expert in domain knowledge
       d) Information technology
   iv) Data about data is known as .
       a) Micro data b) Data base
       c) Metadata d) Data bank

P.T.O.
v) SCOPUS is a
   a) Full text Database
   b) Abstracts and citation database
   c) Numerical database
   d) None of the above

vi) The Term "Hypertext" was coined by
   a) Vannever Bush  b) John Brown
   c) M.C. Kith    d) Ted Nelson

vii) Relational Database is
   a) A work which has some relationship to another work
   b) A symbol representing relationship between two concepts
   c) Manipulation commands which relate records in different fields
   d) All of the above

viii) What is known the first page of Institutional website?
   a) Web front page  b) Web site page
   c) Home page      d) Title page

ix) What is not connected with INTERNET?
   a) Intranet  b) Extranet
   c) Web       d) Pribliometrics

x) What is not belongs to social network?
   a) Face book  b) Twitter
   c) SLIM       d) Linkedin
B) Answer in one or two sentences.

i) Which is the online version of Index medicus?

ii) The transfer of message between computer user over network is know as

iii) OAI stands for

iv) What are the two types of databases.

v) World cat online Union catalogue is belongs to

vi) Which is the first online Database service of U.K.?

vii) Define Institutional Repository

viii) Which is the most important component of online access of database?

ix) What is electronic sources

x) What is subject Gateway

Q2) Define electronic media and discuss their importance in the modern libraries.

OR

Write an essay on growth and development of Electronics information sources.

Q3) What is Institutional Repository? Write a detail note on its concept nature & need.

OR

Consortia is a need of time write your opinion in detail with examples.

Q4) Write short notes (any four):

a) Online bibliography.

b) Types of EIR's.

c) Archives.

d) INDEST.

e) Social Networking.

f) Institutional website.